Navigation on the MEFANET JLF UK Portal

Portal users are navigated by means of:

- horizontal menu - content section,
- vertical menu – types of published materials, portal services,
- filter of medical disciplines,
- simple and advanced search function.

Searched out materials published on the portal can be viewed differently, depending on the user settings (for more information, see manual - Portal Services, Display settings).

**Horizontal Menu**

Using a horizontal menu one out of the available content sections can be chosen. Selected (active) section is displayed as a highlighted bookmark and as a heading across the whole page (Fig. 1).
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*Figure 1. Horizontal menu*

**Vertical Menu**

Vertical menu is located on the left-hand side of the Portal. Here, users are enabled to select from categories of educational multimedia materials or links to Portal Services (see manual - Portal Services). The structure is shown in Figure 2.
Filter of medical disciplines

Educational multimedia materials may be further filtered by the medical fields (Fig. 3). As the default, all medical disciplines are selected for which there is an article on the Portal. In addition, the number of articles available for each medical discipline is shown in brackets.

In order to view selected medical disciplines it is necessary to confirm the filter setting by „Confirm Selection“ button. Other buttons are used to activate ✓ or deactivate ❌ all medical disciplines when filtering.
Search function

This function allows simple and advanced full-text search for all the authors (Fig. 4). As a result, list of annotations to the available works is provided.

Figure 3. Filter according to fields of medicine
Figure 4. Full-text search options